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STATE OF ASSAM   -Vs-  SRI RUPAK DUTTA & 11 ORS. 
 

 

IN THE COURT OF ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE::UDALGURI, ASSAM 

SESSIONS- 74/2016 

u/s-25 (1-A) Arms Act 

THE STATE OF ASSAM                     -------- SI Gouri Kt. Kalita (Informant). 

-Vs- 

SRI RUPAK DUTTA & 11 ORS.    -------- Accused persons. 

PRESENT: NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED, (LL.M, AJS) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam  

APPEARANCE:    

(1) Mr Rajib Sarmah                        : Ld Addl. PP for the State. 

(2) Mr Dwijen Boro                         : Ld Defence Counsel. 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON                  : 15.05.17, 20.07.17, 29.08.17, 04.10.17, 
                                                     04.12.17, 23.02.18 & 27.04.2018. 

ARGUMENTS   HEARD ON                : 27.04.2018. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON              : 04.05.2018. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.            The brief facts of the case is that on 27.12.03 one Sri Gauri Kt. Kalita, 

the then O/C of Panery PS, lodged an ejahar with the Panery PS stating that 

from reliable information it was learnt that a group of ULFA militants were 

moving with sophisticated weapons in the Panery area with a view to commit 

criminal conspiracy for waging war against the Government of India by carrying 

arms and ammunition and creating terror among the peace loving people. 

Accordingly, on 26.12.2003 at about 2:30 PM Panery PS and 7th Rajputana Rifles, 

Army Camp, Hatigarh conducted search operation in the Nalapara, Badlapara 

area and apprehended some ULFA militants namely, (i) Sri Girish Bora, (ii) Sri 

Reba Baruah, (iii) Dhajen Ray, (iv) Sri Ratan Deka, (v) Sri Rajen Saikia, (vi) Sri 

Luhit Sonowal, (vii) Rupak Dutta @ Kushal Gohain, (viii) Sri Heramba Gogoi, (ix) 

Sri Pranab Gogoi, (x) Gauri Kt. Das, (xi) Sri Promod Ray, (xii) Sri Bishnu Ram 
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Deka, (xiii) Ramoni Baishya, (xiv) Sri Uttam Das, (xv) Sri Benudhar Sarmah, (xvi) 

Satyajit Barman, xvii) Sri Trailokya Deka, (xviii) Sri Udipan Bora and (xix) Sri 

Siben Borman alongwith arms and ammunition and genuine and fake currency 

notes of India and Bhutan. Hence the Case.  

2.   On receipt of the ejahar, Panery PS Case No-127/2003, u/s- 

120(B)/121(A)/122/489(c) IPC, R/WSection 25 (1)(a) Arms Act, R/W 

Section10/13 U/A(P) Act were registered against the aforesaid accused persons. 

Investigation into the case was commenced and after completion of usual 

investigation, Charge-sheet u/s-120(B)/121(A)/122/489(C) IPC, R/W Sec. 

25(1)(a) Arms Act, R/W Sec. 3 of E.S Act, R/W Sec. 10/13 UA(P) Act was 

submitted against the accused the aforesaid accused persons, to face the trial. 

3.       In due course, the case against the accused persons namely, Sri Rupak 

Dutta, Sri Gauri Kt. Das, Sri Ratul Gogoi, Sri Prasanna Bora, Sri Prasanna Saikia, 

Sri Dhajen Roy, Sri Atul Roy, Sri Baghuram Kakoti, Sri Herambo Gogoi, Sri Robin 

Bezbaruah, Sri Siva Bordoloi and Sri Manas Bordoloiwas committed to the Court 

of Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Udalguri by the JMFC, Udalguri and then the case 

was transferred to this Court for trial. 

4.      Trial of the case was commenced. Theaforesaid accused persons 

appeared before the Court to face the trial. After hearing both the sides and 

perusing the case record, charges in writing u/s-120(B)/121-A/122/489-C IPC, 

R/W Sec. 25(1-A) Arms Act,  R/W Sec. 10/13 UA(P) Act were framed against the 

aforesaid accused persons. On being read over and explained the content of the 

chargesu/s-120-B/121-A/122/489-C IPC, R/W Sec. 25(1-A) Arms Act,  R/W Sec. 

10/13 UA(P) Act, the accused persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to face the 

trial. 

5. Points for Determination:- After considering the materials on record, I 

have found only the following point for determination- 

               I) Whether on or about 26.12.2003 at about 2:30 PM at Nalapara and 

Badlapara area under Panery PS, the accused persons namely, Sri 
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Rupak Dutta, Sri Gauri Kt. Das, Sri Ratul Gogoi, Sri Prasanna Bora, 

Sri Prasanna Saikia, Sri Dhajen Roy, Sri Atul Roy, Sri Baghuram 

Kakoti, Sri Herambo Gogoi, Sri Robin Bezbaruah, Sri Siva Bordoloi 

and Sri Manas Bordoloi committed criminal conspiracy to do illegal 

act namely, to use prohibited arms and ammunition, which is 

punishable with imprisonment for more that 2 (two) years? 

                 II) Whether on the same date, time and place, the aforesaid 

accused persons committed criminal conspiracy to wage war 

against the Govt. of India? 

                 III) Whether on the same date, time and place, the aforesaid 

accused persons collected arms with intention of waging war 

against the Govt. of India? 

                 IV) Whether on the same date, time and place, the aforesaid 

accused persons were found in possession of forged or 

counterfeited Indian currency of value of Rs-50,000/-? 

                  V) Whether on the same date, time and place, the accused persons 

were found in possession of nine numbers of AK-56 Rifles, 20 

rounds of Magazines and live ammunitions by the police? 

                 VI) Whether the aforesaid accused persons are and continue to be a 

member of banned organization namely, NDFB? 

                 VII) Whether all the aforesaid accused persons advocated and took 

part in unlawful activities of banned organization namely, ULFA? 

6.    During the trial, the prosecution side examined nine (9) witnesses namely, 

Sri Karen Malla Baruah as PW-1, Md Makibar Rahman as PW-2, Sri Mukta Ram 

Das as PW-3, Insp. Gauri Kt. Kalita as PW-4, Rtd. H/V Deben Ch. Gohain as PW-

5, ASI Nazimuddin Ahmed as PW-6, Sri Kargeswar Deka as PW-7, Sri Kurna Deka 

as PW-8 and SI Tankeswar Das as PW-9. The attendance of other PWs including 

army personnel could not be secured by the prosecution despite sending WT 
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messages and regular processes again and again. No return message was 

received from the H/Q regarding service/non-service of summons on them. The 

ld Addl PP submitted that there is little chance of securing the attendance of the 

army personnel. As such considering the nature of evidences adduced by the 

PWs so far and the failure of the prosecution to secure the attendance of other 

PWs, the ld Addl. PP has verbally prayed for the closure of prosecution evidence 

by dispensing with the examination of other PWs. Accordingly the prosecution 

evidence was closed. The prosecution side exhibited theSeizure Lists as Ext-1, 

Ext-2 & Ext-3, Ejahar as Ext-4, Report of Armourer as Ext-5 & Ext-6 and another 

Seizure list as Ext-7. The accused persons werenot required to be examined u/s-

313 Cr.P.C. The accused persons declined to adduce defence evidence. I have 

also heard the arguments of both the sides. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7.       To determine the above mentioned points and to reach a judicial decision 

on the same, let me now adumbrate the germane evidences on record. 

8.       PW-1Sri Sri Karen Malla Baruah stated in his deposition thathe did not 

know any of the accused persons. PW-1 further stated that during the year 

2004, Army launched an operation against the ULFA militants in Bhutan and at 

that time Army personnel and police arrested a large number of people and 

brought them to the Panery PS and he, being Gaonbura, police took his 

signature in the seizure lists. Prosecution side exhibited the seizure list as Ext-1, 

Ext-2 & Ext-3 and signatures of PW-1 as Ext-1(1), Ext-2(1) & Ext-3(1). During 

cross examination, PW-1 admitted that he put his signatures in the seizure lists 

in the police station itself. PW-1 admitted that he was not present in the place of 

seizure. PW-1 also admitted that he did not know as to wherefrom the arms and 

ammunition were seized. PW-1 also admitted that he cannot recollect as to 

whether he had seen the accused persons in the police station as there were 

large number of people produced in the PS.       

9.        PW-2 Md Makibar Rahman stated in his deposition thathe did not know 

any of the accused persons. PW-2 further stated that during the year 2004, 
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Army launched an operation against the ULFA militants in Bhutan and at that 

time Army personnel and police arrested a large number of people and brought 

them to the Panery PS and he, being VDP President, police took his signature in 

the seizure list. Prosecution side exhibited the seizure list as Ext-1, Ext-2 & Ext-3 

and signatures of PW-2 as Ext-1(2), Ext-2(2) & Ext-3(2). During cross 

examination, PW-2 admitted that he put his signatures in the seizure lists in the 

police station itself. PW-2 also admitted that he was not present in the place of 

seizure. PW-2 also admitted that he also did not know as to wherefrom the arms 

and ammunition were seized. PW-2 also admitted that he cannot recollect as to 

whether he had seen the accused persons in the PS as there was large number 

of people produced in the PS. 

10. PW-3 Sri Mukta Ram Das stated in his deposition thathe did not know 

any of the accused persons. PW-3 also stated that he did not know anything 

about this case. PW-3 stated that few years back there was a meeting of 

‘Gaonbura’ in the Panery PS and he being the ‘Gaonbura’ also participated in the 

said meeting. PW-3 further stated that at that time one police official of Panery 

PS took his signature in the seizure list stating that some arms and ammunition 

have been seized by them from some persons but he was not shown any arms 

and ammunition. Prosecution side exhibited the seizure list as Ext-3 and 

signature of PW-3 as Ext-3(1). During cross examination, PW-3 admitted that 

atthe time of taking his signature in the seizure list, police neither showed the 

seized articles to him nor presented before him any of the persons from whom 

the seizure was allegedly made. 

11.        PW-4 Insp. Gauri Kt. Kalita, who is the informant, stated in his 

deposition that on 28.12.2003 he was posted as officer-in-charge of Panery PS. 

On that day he got information from reliable source that a group of ULFA 

militants have brought sophisticated weapons in the jurisdiction of Panery PS 

with a view to commit offence. PW-4 further stated that accordingly on that day 

at about 2:30 PM he alongwith I/C Dimakuchi, Phuspadhar Missong and 

Battalion party conducted search operation in the Nalapara-Badlapara area and 

apprehended 19 (nineteen) numbers of ULFA militants coming from different 
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parts of Assam alongwith weapons, Indian currency as well as currency of 

Bhutan. PW-4 also stated that then they brought the apprehended persons to 

the PS and he lodged an ejahar. Prosecution side exhibited the ejahar as Ext-4 

and signature of PW-4 as Ext-4(1). PW-4 stated that I/C Dimakuchi OP 

investigated this case, who seized recovered weapons and currency by preparing 

seizure list. During cross examination, PW-4 admitted that on getting the 

information and before proceeding to the spot, he made a GD entry. PW-4 

admitted that the Gaonbura and some local persons were taken to the Nalapara-

Badlapara area during the search operation. PW-4 admitted that the recovered 

weapons were seized in the PO in his presence. PW-4 further admitted that 

there are independent witnesses in the seizure list and their statements were 

also recorded by the I/O. PW-4 admitted that he cannot recollect as to who 

were the persons apprehended and what were recovered from each individuals. 

PW-4 also admitted that he also cannot recollect as to from whom the currency 

notes were recovered.  

12.        PW-5 Rtd. H/V Deben Ch. Gohain stated in his deposition that on 

28.01.2004 he was working as Armourer. On that day he received the following-

I) 24 (twenty four) numbers of AK-56 Rifle and 7.62 mm X 39mm with bayonet 

which are collectively marked as Ext-‘A’ in connection with Panery PS Case No-

127/2003, II) One (1) number of AK-56 Rifle 7.62 X 39mm without bayonet 

which is marked as Ext-‘B’ (Body No. 9012077), III) 3639 rounds of 7.62 X 

39mm ammunitions which are collectively marked as Ext-‘C’, IV) 50 numbers of 

Magazine of AK-56 Rifle 7.62 X 39mm which are collectively marked as Ext-‘D’, 

V) 3 numbers of Pistols with 6 Nos. Magazine which are collectively marked as 

Ext-‘E’ and VI) 117 rounds of 9mm Ball Ammunitions which are collective 

marked as Ext-‘F’. PW-5 further stated that in his opinion that- i) the above 

mentioned Exhibits all are factory made, ii) the above mentioned Exhibits are 

fire arms and Arms as per provisions of Arms Act, iii) the above mentioned 

Exhibits all are dangerous to human life, iv) the above mention Exhibits all are 

serviceable but AK-56 Body No. 3927970 is not serviceable in this present stage 

v) the above mention arms are Automatic Arms.  
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Remarks on examination of the Arms and ammunitions are as follows- i) Ext-‘A’ 

Body No. 3927970- Trigger Guard broken, mechanism defective and change liver 

defective (Rifle un-serviceable), ii) Ext-‘C’ bearing Serial No- 3 & 8 have a total 

of 3639 rounds of ammunitions, iii) Item No. 5 (claymore mine ----- 3 Nos.) was 

not examined as he had no authority to examine such items.             

Prosecution side exhibited the Reports submitted by PW-5 as Ext-5 and 

signature of PW-5 as Ext-5(1).PW-5 further stated that in connection with the 

same case, he had also received 104 round of 7.62 X 39 mm Ammunitions which 

are collective marked as Ext-‘A’ and 1 (one) number of Magazine ofAK-56 Rifle 

7.62 X 39 mm which are collectively marked as Ext-‘B’ for examination. In his 

opinion- i) Ext-‘A’ all are serviceable (live) in this present stage, ii) Ext-‘A’ is 

dangerous to human life, iii) Ext-‘B’ AK-Series Magazine, iv) Ext-‘A’ & ‘B’ all are 

factory made.Prosecution side exhibited another report as Ext-6 and signature of 

PW-5 as Ext-6(1). During cross examination, PW-5 admitted that the weapons 

which were examined by him as mentioned in Ext-5 and Ext-6 were neither 

sealed nor packed when he received the same.PW-5 admitted that the arms and 

ammunitions in Ext-6 were wrapped with clothes in wooden box. PW-5 also 

admitted that he got specialized training in examination of Arms and 

Ammunitions. 

13.      PW-6 ASI Nizamuddin Ahmed stated in his deposition that on 

30.03.2012 he was posted at Dimakuchi Out Post under Panery PS. On that day 

the in-charge of the Out Post Sri Puspadhar Missong asked him to put his 

signature in seizure list in connection with recovery of arms from some persons 

and accordingly he put his signature. Prosecution side exhibited the seizure list 

as Ext-7 and signature of PW-6 as Ext-7(1). PW-6 also stated that he had not 

been shown the seized arms at the time of taking his signature. 

14.       PW-7 Sri Khargeswar Deka stated in his deposition that he didnot know 

the accused persons. PW-7 further stated that about 8/9 years back police from 

Tamulpur PS called him to the PS and then put him in the lock-up and then he 

was sent to jail. PW-7 also stated that they might have sent him to jail as one of 

his brother was involved with some terrorist organization.  
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15.       PW-8 Sri Kurna Deka stated in his deposition thathe did not have any 

knowledge about this case.  

16.       PW-9 SI Tankeswar Das stated in his deposition that on 15.02.2004 he 

was posted at Borboruah PS and on that day the O/C Borboruah PS told him to 

search as to whether one ULFA militant namely, Heramba Gogoi was in his 

house or not. PW-9 further stated that he had gone to the house of Heramba 

Gogoi and enquired about the matter from his family members as well as from 

the people of the locality but it was learnt that Heramba Gogoi had not visited 

his house.  

17.              To start with the appreciation of evidences of PWs, let me refer to the 

arguments advanced by both the sides. The ld Counsel for the accused persons 

submitted that the prosecution has miserably failed to prove the recovery of 

weapons and other articles from the possession of the accused persons as the 

seizure witnesses have not supported the same. The ld Counsel further 

submitted that there is no evidence to show that the seizure was made in 

presence of independent witnesses and on that ground alone, the ld Defence 

Counsel has sought acquittal of the accused persons. The ld Addl. PP in his 

fairness submitted that the seizure witnesses could not prove the seizure of 

weapons from the possession of the accused persons. 

18.         On the face of the aforesaid submission, let me appreciate the 

evidences on record. Informant (PW-4) Insp. Gauri Kt. Kalita stated in his 

deposition that on 28.12.2003 he was posted as officer-in-charge of Panery PS. 

On that day he got information from reliable source that a group of ULFA 

militants have brought sophisticated weapons in the jurisdiction of Panery PS 

with a view to commit offence. PW-4 further stated that accordingly on that day 

at about 2:30 PM he along with I/C Dimakuchi, Phuspadhar Missong and 

Battalion party conducted search operation in the Nalapara-Badlapara area and 

apprehended 19 (nineteen) numbers of ULFA militants coming from different 

parts of Assam along with weapons, Indian currency as well as currency of 

Bhutan. PW-4 also stated that then they brought the apprehended persons to 
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the PS and he lodged an ejahar. It can be seen that during cross examination, 

PW-4 admitted that the Gaonbura and some local persons were taken to the 

Nalapara-Badlapara area during the search operation. PW-4 further admitted 

that there are independent witnesses in the seizure list and their statements 

were also recorded by the I/O. PW-4 also admitted that he also cannot recollect 

as to from whom the currency notes were recovered. But the seizure witnesses 

have not supported the recovery of weapons or forged currency from the 

possession of the accused persons. Let me revisit the evidence of seizure 

witnesses. 

21.        Seizure Witnesses PW-1 and PW-2 stated in their deposition that they 

did not know any of the accused persons. They further stated that during the 

year 2004, Army launched an operation against the ULFA militants in Bhutan 

and at that time Army personnel and police arrested a large number of people 

and brought them to the Panery PS and police took their signatures in the 

seizure lists. But during cross examination, PW-1 & PW-2 admitted that they put 

their signatures in the seizure lists in the police station itself and that they 

admitted that they were not present in the place of seizure. PW-1 & PW-2 also 

admitted that they did not know as to wherefrom the arms and ammunition 

were seized. They also admitted that they cannot recollect as to whether they 

had seen the accused persons in the police station on that day as there was 

large number of people produced in the PS.  

23.       Another seizure witness PW-3 Sri Mukta Ram Das stated in his 

deposition that he did not know any of the accused persons. PW-3 also stated 

that he did not know anything about this case. PW-3 stated that few years back 

there was a meeting of ‘Gaonbura’ in the Panery PS and he being the ‘Gaonbura’ 

also participated in the said meeting. PW-3 further stated that at that time one 

police official of Panery PS took his signature in the seizure list stating that some 

arms and ammunition have been seized by them from some persons but he was 

not shown any arms and ammunition. During cross examination, PW-3 admitted 

that atthe time of taking his signature in the seizure list, police neither showed 

the seized articles to him nor presented before him any of the persons from 
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whom the seizure was allegedly made. When the seizure witnesses have not 

supported the prosecution case, the fate of prosecution case is evident. 

18.       So, from the aforesaid appreciation of evidences, it can be seen that 

there is no iota evidence to show that the accused persons committed criminal 

conspiracy to do illegal act namely, to use prohibited arms and ammunitionor 

that theaccused persons committed criminal conspiracy to wage war against the 

Govt. of India or that theaccused persons collected arms with intention of 

waging war against the Govt. of India or that the accused persons were found in 

possession of forged or counterfeited Indian currency of value of Rs-50,000/-. 

There is also no evidence to show the accused persons were found in possession 

of nine numbers of AK-56 Rifles, 20 rounds of Magazines and live ammunitions 

by the police or that the accused persons are and continue to be a member of 

banned organization namely, NDFB or that the advocated and took part in 

unlawful activities of banned organization namely, ULFA. On the face of the 

aforesaid appreciation of evidences vis a vis the facts in hand, thepenal liability 

cannot be fastened upon the accused persons. The principle of criminal 

jurisprudence is that the prosecution has to prove its case beyond reasonable 

doubt and in case of any doubt, the benefit of doubt has to be given to the 

accused persons. The aforesaid appreciation of evidences of PWs led me to hold 

that the prosecution has failed to prove any of the points as formulated above. 

Hence, the all the points are decided against the prosecution. 

19.     On the basis of the above adumbration and appreciation of evidences 

thereof, it can be safely concluded that the prosecution has failed to prove its 

case against the accused persons namely, Sri Rupak Dutta, Sri Gauri Kt. Das, Sri 

Ratul Gogoi, Sri Prasanna Bora, Sri Prasanna Saikia, Sri Dhajen Roy, Sri Atul 

Roy, Sri Baghuram Kakoti, Sri Herambo Gogoi, Sri Robin Bezbaruah, Sri Siva 

Bordoloi and Sri Manas Bordoloi. As such, the accused persons are acquitted of 

the chargesleveled against them. So, the accused persons be set at liberty 

forthwith. 
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20.        The bail-bonds for the accused would remain in force for the next six 

(6) months in view of Sec. 437-A Cr.PC. 

21.         The seized weapons and other articles be disposed of as per law after 

the period is over.  

22.       Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 4th day of May, 

2018.                        

 

                                                                 (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

                                                                                      Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 
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APPENDIX 

1.   PROSECUTION WITNESSES-- 

           I) PW-1                                : Sri Karen Malla Baruah, 

          II) PW-2                               : Sri Makibar Rahman, 

 III) PW-3                               : Sri Mukta Ram Das, 

          IV) PW-4                                : Insp. Gouri Kt. Kalita, 

           V) PW-5                                : Rtd. H/V Deben Ch. Gohain, 

          VI) PW-6                                : ASI Nazimuddin Ahmed, 

         VII) PW-7                                : Sri Kargeswar Deka, 

        VIII) PW-8                                : Sri Kurna Deka & 

          IX)  PW-9                               : SI Tankeswar Das. 

2.   PROSECUTION EXHIBITS-            

            I) Ext-1, Ext-2 & Ext-3              : Seizure lists, 

   II) Ext-4                                : Ejahar, 

           III) Ext-5 & Ext-6                     : Armourer report & 

           IV) Ext-7                                : Seizure list.  

3.    DEFENCE WITNESSES                   : Nil. 

4.    COURT WITNESSES/EXHIBITS       : Nil.                        

 

                                                          (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

                                                                                   Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 

 


